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Bugfixes
INFORMATION
When opening a project with the new version (2017-18.36), projects of the directly
previous version (2017-18.35)
are converted and can no longer be opened with the previous version
[ ] Single-User
[ ] Multi-User
are not converted and can still be opened with the previous version
[x] Single-User
[x] Multi-User
COM Registration
[x] the COM library has been changed and should be registered again
(start the program as ADMIN using „E3.series.exe /register“)

The bug fixes are sorted and listed by designer number(s). This enables you, for example, to
easily search for bugs reported to our support office.

Designer-11031
Designer-30949
Designer-31053
Designer-31061
Designer-31269

Designer-31431
Designer-31533
Designer-31591
Designer-31682
Designer-31732
Designer-31895
Designer-31902
Designer-32043

Possible to place a dynamic symbol within a block
Connector pin terminal symbol is not displayed when placing a new
device view with the setting ''Use active connector pin terminal''
Incorrect display of drill hole in cutout
¶ (Pilcrow) in output window with Russian operating system
Impossible to directly connect a feed-through connector with single
pin display from within the Database window - 'Invalid position Cannot place ALL the symbols; command aborted.'
The COM method "sym.PLacePins" doesn´t work when an assembly
is defined as connector pin terminal
Symbol graphic is changed after connecting MIL connectors by
using variants
Using Multiple Selection of graphic elements enables display of
arrowheads on full circles
Sheet access permission (for Delete Sheet) only works when the
sheet has been opened before
When resetting the Database tree, folders and contents remain
expanded
Double display of graphics by COM script exporting PDF from
Formboard sheet
Write protection via read-only level does not work for graphic
groups
When starting the DBE from E3.series, the maximum permitted
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Designer-32046

Designer-32071
Designer-32086
Designer-32125
Designer-32138
Designer-32158
Designer-32204
Designer-32210
Designer-32236
Designer-32241
Designer-32244

Designer-32246

Designer-32256
Designer-32269
Designer-32286
Designer-32287
Designer-32300
Designer-32319
Designer-32337
Designer-32345

Designer-32351
Designer-32383

sheet number affects the number of opened objects and leads to
following message at graphic copy "Maximum of x sheets
exceeded!"
Error 'E - Error in function hncpst\get_valid_composites(), ret = 1'
when copying a block symbol whereas the block owns a 'component
without structure' without taking the structure and the block
connectors don't have a component description assigned
Nodes can't be deleted in Formboard
Selected connect lines on panel sheet are displayed differently
Not all model instances are updated in project
E3 may crash under certain circumstances, when the COM method
"sht.ImportDXF" is called with empty file name
The option "Copy from selected sheet" does not work for text types
"Name 1" (#40) and "Name 2" (#48)
Wrong representation with PDF export (and all other exports) at
ballooning
SVG file in combination with HCV export of E3.3DRoutingBridge is
incomplete
Change on pin attribute interrupts with following message "Locked
device(s) xxxxxx has been changed. Your changes will be reverted."
Opening / editing a component in Database Editor may cause an
infinite loop under certain circumstances
E3.ReportScripts: Add-ons - E3.series documents - Create BOM:
Price is not listed, when article number of component differs from
the component name
No ability to insert negative Z-coordinates in DBE in the node
coordinates from a model pin - message - 'I - The value must be
between 0.00 and 1000000000000.00'
E3 wrongly jumps to Pin Table when the pin is displayed in the
column "Connection Target"
The attribute '.Wiretype_Default' is not evaluated at signals of a
signal class
When a connector doesn't have a general connector symbol, it
cannot be assigned to a block in DBE
COM: The COM method "Pin.GetCableDuctIds" returns cable ducts
twice
Pin attributes in a formboard table subrow are not displayed
Incorrect sorting of selection list for 'Connection type'
GraphInterface::SetImageInfo can't embed TIF images
Multi-user project cannot be opened due to text conflict after this
text has been deleted in another Client (e.g. Update in Project,
Change Component, Change Symbol)
Incorrect length calculation for conductors/wires in cable duct
references due to double elements having variants assigned
When inserting multiple wire names and defining angle brackets
(<n>) as format string, the wire names are no longer incremented
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